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This research explores the ways in which corporate organisations leveraged
corporate social responsibility (CSR) through a sport initiative that was
conceived, implemented and mediated by the British Olympic Association
(BOA) preceding the London 2012 Olympic Games. This research aimed to
evaluate the initiative in order to understand the benefits, barriers and partner-
ship working and sought to answer the question: how is CSR being leveraged
through sport by corporate organisations in the lead up to mega-sporting events?
The case-based methodology employed a series of semi-structured interviews that
were conducted with senior directors and managers within National Governing
Bodies (NGBs) and corporate organisations. Interview data were supplemented
by a content analysis of documentation associated with, and about, the initiative.
Findings included: corporate leveraging to achieve subtle human resourcing
objectives, indirect involvement and market research into the Olympic Games and
the increase of corporate capital. This research concludes that CSR relationships
in sport can be innovative and creative but require objective alignment,
appropriate timing and the management of expectations.

Keywords: corporate social responsibility; sport partnerships; Olympics; National
Governing Bodies of Sport; London 2012

Introduction

Corporate social responsibility (henceforth CSR) is now an important concept in

managerial thinking with many authors writing extensively about its emergence

(Carroll, 1979, 1999; Cochran, 2007; Godfrey, 2009; Valor, 2005). Sport is arguably

no exception to these broader social trends and has witnessed a paralleled growing

interest in CSR (Babiak & Wolfe, 2009). Academics have concluded that CSR

‘should be regarded as one of the most important components of contemporary

sport management theory and practice’ (Bradish & Cronin, 2009, p. 696). Although

Bradish and Cronin’s remarks are overstated, they do however point towards the

growing significance of, and necessity to examine further, CSR within sport. Within

recent years there have been notable advances in research in this field (Babiak &

Wolfe, 2009; Bradish & Cronin, 2009; Godfrey, 2009; Levermore, 2010; Walker &

Parent, 2010), with the majority of research focusing on the emergence of CSR
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phenomenon directly into sport organisations. However, few authors have written in

terms of CSR through the medium of sport (for exceptions see Levermore, 2010;

Smith & Westerbeek, 2007), with even fewer providing any empirical evidence to

substantiate any of their claims. As such, little is known about how and why sport is

used as a means of achieving CSR objectives.

Furthermore, whilst CSR through sport researchers have sought to delineate
CSR through the potential and limitations of sport (Levermore, 2010), as well as its

unique characteristics (Smith & Westerbeek, 2007), all of these studies have held

relatively static conceptualisations of CSR through sport. As a result, none of these

studies have considered, for example, the timing of CSR through sport initiatives.

Our contention here is that, whilst we do not disagree that sport has the potential to

enhance through its ubiquitous appeal or even that sport has limitations as a vehicle

for change, we argue that initiative timing, context and organisational objective

alignment in CSR through sport should be paramount deliberations, and not

peripheral afterthoughts. Such deliberations have been subject to examination

elsewhere within the sport management literature, but so far have been omitted

from the CSR and sport literature (see for example Parent, 2008, 2010).

Moreover, scholarly work has often held a sharply dichotomous view in

conceptualising CSR through sport as the direct opposite to sponsorship,

particularly in regard to mega-sporting events. Mega-sporting events are any

‘sporting, commercial or cultural occurrences whose impacts are significant for the
cities, regions or countries that stage them’ (Malfas, Theodoraki, & Houlihan, 2004,

p. 211). On the one hand, scholars have conceptualised sponsorship arrangements

which lead to direct tangible, corporate outcomes, for example, advertisement or

public relation exercises (Cousens, Babiak, & Bradish, 2006; Farrelly, 2010), whilst

on the other, scholars have identified alternatives to traditional sponsorship, for

example ‘corporate support’ in the lead up to mega-sporting events (Kitchin, 2003;

Séguin, Parent, & O’Reilly, 2010). In this regard, corporate organisations gain little

to no return on capital employed and consider their engagement as purely altruistic,

pro bono or good will. The exploratory case study research presented below argues

that the reality can, and should be, far more nuanced, in that corporate organisations

can achieve and gain from CSR through sport initiatives, without spending

significant sums of money. In order to put forward this case, the following research

question guided our investigation: how are CSR through sport initiatives being

leveraged by corporate organisations in the lead up to mega-sporting events? To this

end, the authors explore the outcomes of the Financial Times Stock Exchange�
British Olympic Association (henceforth FTSE-BOA) Initiative. This initiative

involved the development of 21 public�private partnerships by National Olympic
Committee, the British Olympic Association (BOA), preceding the London 2012

Olympic Games. More specifically, our analysis draws upon the data collected by

examining three of the FTSE-BOA partnership arrangements as part of a broader,

unpublished, evaluation into the effectiveness of the FTSE-BOA Initiative.

Our analysis provides a twofold contribution to knowledge of this field. First,

unlike previous studies (for example Séguin et al., 2010), our research explores CSR

through sport that is not directly linked to revenue generation for the mega-sporting

event in question. In this regard, the FTSE-BOA arrangements are entirely based on

‘support in kind’, rather than any form of direct financial exchange. Second, the

partnership arrangements are unique by design in that they were conceived, arranged
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and implemented by a third party ‘brokering’ organisation (the BOA) in the lead up

to an Olympic Games. Thus, this arrangement offers an insight into CSR through

sport beyond the typically examined dyadic public�private relationship.

This paper will proceed as follows. First, we examine the definitional complexities

of CSR. Next we examine the emergence of both CSR and partnerships within the

field of sport management. Third, we present the empirical context along with our

data collection and mode of analysis. Finally, conclusions and implications are then

drawn, with study limitations and further avenues of research acknowledged.

Literature review

The definitional challenges and complexities of CSR

The use of the term CSR is often seen as an ‘umbrella’ term (Walker & Parent 2010,

p. 201) incorporating a number of issues, such as environmental concerns, human

rights, community development and enrichment, and eco-friendliness. It is the

multifaceted, dynamic nature of CSR which makes defining it so challenging. So

much so in fact that some authors posit that CSR ‘is a tortured concept, both

theoretically and empirically’ (Godfrey, Hatch & Hansen, 2010, p. 1), with other

authors devoting entire papers to its definitional pursuit (e.g. Dahlsrud, 2008; Wan-

Jan, 2006). Despite its ‘problematic’ definition (Carroll, 1999; Dahlsrud, 2008),

broadly speaking, CSR can be understood as ‘the responsibility of organisations to

be ethical and accountable to the needs of society as well as their stakeholders’

(Bradish & Cronin, 2009, p. 692).

Through a meta-analysis using the search engine Google, Dahlsrud (2008) derives

five dimensions of CSR: voluntariness, stakeholders, social, environmental and

economical dimensions. According to Dahlsrud’s (2008, p. 5) definitional analysis,

‘there is a 97% probability that at least three of the dimensions [above] are used in

any random definition [. . .] thus all of the dimensions are necessary in order to

understand how CSR is defined’. Dahlsrud (2008) goes on to argue that these

definitions do not provide any indication of optimal performance, but rather they are

indicative of stakeholder expectations, which in turn, can only be understood within

the specific context of the corporate organisation in question. Therefore, we should

more accurately be referring to CSRs, rather than CSR. Broadly drawn from the

above definitions is an understanding that CSR represents a paradigm shift in

thinking by managers and society at large. As such, organisations are inextricably

integrated with society and the environment resulting in responsibilities beyond the

traditional ‘bottom line’ of profit, and further towards a ‘triple bottom line’ business

approach (Henriques & Richardson, 2004; Sheth & Babiak, 2010).

With the above definitional complexities acknowledged, this paper defines CSR

herein as ‘a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns

in their business operations and in their interactions with their stakeholders on a

voluntary basis’ (European Commission, 2001, COM 366). The rationale for the

adoption of this definition is fourfold. First, it offers a pragmatic definition of CSR.

The definition partly reflects both the authors’ own views and similar views of

scholars such as Dahlsrud (2008), Godfrey et al. (2010) and Kitchin (2003), who

posit that CSR should be considered as context specific. Second, this paper focuses

primarily on how businesses use sport organisations and, therefore, adopts a general
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business-oriented definition over other alternative definitions. Third, it is used due to

the relative uptake of the European Communities’ definition by academics and

practitioners as established by Dahlsrud (2008). Finally, of paramount importance is

that the organisation chooses to do this of their own volition � they ‘volunteer’ to
integrate the above issues into their operations.

The emergence of CSR in sport

Notwithstanding the general lack of research into CSR and sport, there have been

some advances in CSR research in recent years by a handful of academics (Babiak &

Wolfe, 2009; Bradish & Cronin, 2009; Godfrey, 2009; Walker & Parent, 2010). These

include, but are not limited to, CSR in professional sport (Babiak & Wolfe, 2006,
2009; Sheth & Babiak, 2010), the importance of CSR practices to sport fans (Walker

& Kent, 2009), CSR as a media-framing tool for mega-event bidding (Carey, Mason,

& Misener, 2011) and alternatives CSR models to traditional sponsorship (Séguin et

al., 2010). The majority of these studies emphasise the transition of mainstream CSR

practices into the field of sport management (cf. Babiak & Wolfe, 2006, 2009;

Godfrey, 2009; Walker & Parent, 2010). This transition has been of such profound

interest that it has warranted its own definition as a unique area of study known as

‘Sport Social Responsibility’ (Skinner, 2010, p. 69). Nonetheless, very little research
has examined the other side of the CSR ‘coin’ i.e. addressing how corporate

organisations achieve their CSR objectives through sport organisations. Notable

exceptions that have examined CSR through sport include Smith and Westerbeek

(2007) and Levermore (2010).

Smith and Westerbeek (2007), for example, used a stakeholder theory perspective

to conceptually examine the role that sport can play as a potential vehicle for

instrumentally achieving CSR agendas. By adopting Carroll’s (1991) definition of

CSR, the authors posited that sport inherently provides not only an advantageous
setting for CSR, but due to sport’s seven unique characteristics (mass media

communication and distribution power, youth appeal, health impacts, social

interaction, sustainability awareness, cultural understanding and integration and

gratification), it offers a powerful bridge for achieving CSR and the aims and

objectives of sport organisations. Whilst they provided a valuable contribution in

highlighting the uniqueness of sport as a conduit to achieve CSR objectives, there are

two major shortcomings to their analysis. First, although they outlined numerous

reasons of why sport is unique as a setting for corporate organisations, they do not
explicitly state the mechanisms or means by which corporates may be able to take full

advantage of sport. Second, their analysis does not take into account the varying

objectives of the corporate organisation as well as the timing of the CSR through

sport arrangement. In other words, if sport is so ‘ubiquitous’ then in what ways can

corporates tap into its ubiquity? Moreover, Smith and Westerbeek (2007) do not

explain why, at any given time, certain corporate organisations are choosing to

engage in CSR through sport and others not. This is especially relevant in situations

whereby corporate organisations chose to engage in a CSR initiative that is typically
beyond their ‘normal’ CSR engagements. Given that most world championships, and

indeed the Olympic and Paralympic Games, are all based upon either a biannual or

quadrennial cycle, the cyclical nature of mega-sporting events is a key unique

characteristic trait, omitted by Smith and Westerbeek (2007), which may influence
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the decision of corporate organisations to develop CSR through sport initiatives.

Thus, the FTSE-BOA Initiative offers a unique empirical context in which to

examine how corporate organisations leverage a CSR initiative in the lead up to the

pinnacle mega-sporting event � the Olympic Games.
Levermore (2010) examined sport as a broader medium to achieve economic and

social development through CSR initiatives. In particular, the author studied a group

of established partnerships as a means of CSR development. Rather than seeing

sport as an entirely virtuous means to achieve CSR, the study highlighted some of

the negative effects of CSR through sport. These include (1) the intensification of the

north/south hemisphere relations, (2) conflicting motives and objectives leading to a

lack of development substance and (3) lack of accountability and evaluation. Using

the first negative effect as an example, CSR is often used as a means of northern
hemisphere imposition on the southern hemisphere, in that northern hemisphere

programmes, laden with post-colonial values and beliefs, are brought to and imposed

upon southern hemisphere contexts. These programmes then marginalise the

alternative values and beliefs that were originally held by the southern hemisphere.

Thus, CSR initiatives are considered potential means by which northern hegemony is

accomplished.

Furthermore, the study also brought to light the concern over the often

conflicting, and in some cases contradictory, ulterior motivations of the involvement
of corporate organisations in CSR initiatives. Using Ponte, Richey, & Baab’s (2009)

typology terminology, Levermore (2010) identified most CSR through sport

initiatives as ‘distant’ and disengaged by nature (p. 236). As such, CSR initiatives

are often created for ulterior purposes, such as public relation exercises, corporate

cover-ups or even so far as corporate leverage and bribery. The outcome of which is

CSR initiatives that are not in direct response to what really matters i.e. social and

economic development and a lack of accountability from both sides.

Thus, from the above remarks, does this mean that profit-making objectives of
corporate organisations, and the social betterment objectives of sport, are always

directly incompatible? Can corporate organisations use CSR initiatives for purposes

that produce a ‘win-win’ scenario? Moreover, is it that surprising that the

development of a CSR through sport scheme, for example, with British Petroleum

and the sport of football (soccer) is ‘Disengaged’ or ‘Distant’ CSR, given that British

Petroleum sells oil and not football? The present study is similar to that of

Levermore (2010), in that our research focuses on how corporate organisations are

using CSR through sport initiatives to achieve intended objectives. Where this
inquiry differs, however, is that the FTSE-BOA Initiative provides a unique situation

whereby the corporate organisations are ‘hand-picked’ by a third-party facilitator for

their specific expertise or ‘core competencies’ to help sport organisations develop a

specific weakness within their organisational operations. As such, this research

examines whether a greater alignment and compatibility of the objectives and

interests of the two organisations in question leads to a better CSR outcome for both

organisations.

The emergence of sport partnerships

The present study is underpinned by and incorporates notions of partnership theory.

Whilst there have been a number of studies examining CSR and partnerships (Jamali
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& Keshishian, 2009; Nijhof, De Bruijn, & Honder, 2008; Seitanidi & Crane, 2009),

the sporting literature has rarely embraced this line of theorisation and as such has

considered CSR and partnerships as relatively distinct fields of enquiry. The

consequences of which have been very few studies specifically incorporating

partnership theory to understand CSR through sport. Combining CSR and

partnership theory is particularly insightful given the unique characteristics of

sports compared to those of other sectors (Smith & Westerbeek, 2007), with
corporate organisations wishing to partner with sport organisations to achieve CSR

objectives. Moreover, by their very design, CSR arrangements constitute two (or

more) organisations coming together to achieve an output or goal. As such, we argue

here that CSR and sport partnerships are highly complementary when researching

practically, theoretically and empirically.

Much of the mainstream partnership literature focuses on why organisations are

motivated to engage in partnerships (Babiak, 2003; Oliver, 1990; Pfeffer & Salancik,

1978). The determinants and motivations for inter-organisational relationships

(IORs) are well known and include: survival or necessity, asymmetry, efficiency,

reciprocity, stability or uncertainty reduction, resource acquisition, legitimacy and so

on (Oliver, 1990). Some attempt has been made to apply this to sport, for example,

Babiak (2007) has provided an insightful application of Oliver’s (1990) determinants

of IORs to the Canadian Sport Center context. Specifically, Babiak (2007) found that

legitimacy and reciprocity were significant motivators for corporate organisations to

engage with the Canadian Sport Center. Similarly, Robson (2007) highlighted the
benefits (pooling of resources and influence and resource access) and problems faced

by sport partnerships (differing organisational priorities, political obstacles, initiative

overload and culture clash). This paper expands on these works by exploring sport

partnerships in a public�private partnership setting. Whilst this initiative can be

appropriately conceived as a multiple partnership arrangement, the joint considera-

tion of partnerships and CSR is a particularly appropriate as the FTSE-BOA

partnerships were often a means to achieve CSR objectives.

Within the UK sport context specifically, Lindsey and Houlihan (2007) provided

three illustrations of partnerships, these include School Sport partnerships, County

Sport Partnerships (CSPs) and New Opportunities for Physical Education and Sport

Programme partnerships derived from the formerly named New Opportunities fund.

In the case of CSPs, by 2008, 49 CSPs had been developed. CSPs ‘are a network of

agencies aiming to provide a delivery system for sport and are a direct response to the

criticisms of fragmentation and initiative overload expressed in Game Plan’ (Lindsey

& Houlihan, 2007, p. 230). That said, it is also recognised that partnerships such as

the CSPs are very much in their infancy (Lindsey & Houlihan, 2007). CSPs illustrated
10 years of New Labours underlying belief in partnership success or a ‘pro-

partnership bias’ (Babiak, 2003, p. 3). In addition, CSPs highlight the importance

placed by the Labour government on partnership working as a means of achieving

objectives as determined by the state (Ling, 2002). Such thinking coincides with the

general consensus amongst academics during the Labour government term (1997�
2010) who posited that partnerships have become deeply rooted within sport policy

and planning (cf. Babiak, 2003; Robson, 2007; Slack & Parent, 2006).

In a similar vein to CSR, due to the dynamic and often ambiguous use of the

term partnership, a definition is necessary in order to operationalise it throughout

this research process. Drawing upon the work of multiple authors (Oliver, 1990;
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Roberts & Bradley, 1991; Spekman, Kamauff, & Myhr, 1998; Wood & Gray, 1991),

Babiak (2003, 2007) provides a robust and useful definition stating that partnerships

are voluntary, close, long-term, planning strategic action between two or more

organisations with the objective of serving mutually beneficial purposes in a domain
(Babiak, 2003, p. 6). This definition is adopted by the authors for purposes of this

present study due to its successful incorporation of the complexity and multifaceted

nature exhibited by the sport partnerships examined hereafter. In the next section we

describe the empirical context.

Research context: the FTSE-BOA initiative

In early 2007, Britain’s National Olympic Committee, the BOA, created a multiple

partnership scheme entitled the ‘FTSE-BOA Initiative’. The BOA partnered

National Governing Bodies (NGBs) of Sport, which are ‘limited by guarantee’
organisations that oversee and govern the national delivery of sport programmes,

with FTSE-100 corporate organisations, as defined through the Financial Times

Stock Exchange (FTSE) index. The partnerships attempted to improve the

effectiveness of organisational delivery and the subsequent organisational perfor-

mance of Olympic NGBs (BOA, 2011) who were in the quadrennial build up to the

London 2012 Olympic Games. In the words of the then BOA Chairman:

As a unique programme worldwide, I am delighted that the Initiative is continuing to
reap benefits for national governing bodies and the major companies already partnered.
I continue to believe that sport and business can learn from each other and that
ultimately our goals are the same: performing to the highest possible level. It therefore
makes perfect sense for the best of both worlds to partner each other. (BOA/FTSE
Group, 2007, p. 2)

Acting as a direct mediator, the BOA set off to directly establish partnership

agreements between its member NGBs and a variety of corporate organisations.

Once initial interest was expressed by corporate organisations, the partnerships were

directly matched through a number of criteria including, geography, NGB needs,

notable history (if applicable) and ‘chemistry’ between key ‘boundary spanning’
personnel within both organisations. Crucially, these cross-sector partnerships were

not financial, but rather developed as a ‘support in kind’ form of partnership with

emphasis on the knowledge transfer of sound business principles and practices which

these FTSE companies exemplified (BOA, 2007). These arrangements were

incrementally established in groups or ‘waves’, and by 2011 a total of 21 FTSE-

BOA partnership arrangements were formally recognised by the BOA (BOA, 2011).

See Table 1 for an overview of these partnerships.

Methods

Case study approach

This research adopted a case-based approach, and in embracing Yin’s (1994) case

study conceptualisations this research adopts an embedded, multiple-case study

design. In doing so, it offers a detailed examination of a particular setting (Bryman,

2008; Yin, 1994), with emphasis on developing ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) of
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highly complex and contemporary phenomena (Yin, 1994). The strength of this

methodology lies in its ability to incorporate data from a number of sources within the

boundaries of a given case (Bryman, 2008). Case study research is therefore important

in allowing the researcher to discover and investigate variables that may appear

insignificant over a population or a sample, but have major significance within the case

under study. This is important for description and essential for understanding. The

decision to adopt a case study approach has a twofold rationale. First, due to the

contemporary and on-going nature of the FTSE-BOA Initiative, a case study approach

is particularly ‘appropriate for exploratory analysis when investigating a contempor-

ary phenomenon within its real-life context’ (Edwards & Skinner, 2009, p. 211).

Second, case study research provides the opportunity to ‘analytically generalise’ rather

than ‘statistically generalise’ (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Yin, 1994), in that it provides the

opportunity to expand and generate theory rather than to simply enumerate

frequencies. It is the intention of this exploratory case study research to contribute

to the former, rather than the latter and thus to theoretically contribute to

understanding of CSR through sport. To this end, a case study approach is particularly

well suited for this research (Eisenhardt, 1989; Einsenhardt & Graebner, 2007).

Sampling and procedure

Sampling

The data presented here were collected as part of a broader evaluation conducted on

behalf of the BOA between 2009 and 2010. The purpose of this broader evaluation

was to evaluate the effectiveness of the FTSE-BOA Initiative. During the data

collection CSR was not our initial focal interest, however, through the process of

analysis it became clear that much of the evaluation data and subsequent findings

Table 1. Overview of the FTSE-BOA partnerships.

Early 2007 Late 2007 2008 2009 onwards

Corus � Marks & Spencer � Sainsbury’s � Rolls Royce �
Triathlon Modern Pentathlon Table tennis Canoeing

British Gas � O2 � John Lewis � AstraZeneca �
Hockey Taekwondo Equestrian Rowing

British Airways � Accenture � Alliance & Leicester � RBS �
Snowsport GB Sailing Swimming Curling

Wolseley � Experian � Atos �
Gymnastics Ice Skating Bobsleigh

Group 4 Securicor � Standard Life �
Judo Archery

Skandia �
Biathlon

Land Securities �
Volleyball

SAB Miller �
Fencing

Home Retail Group �
Badminton
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provided a novel insight into, and therefore potential to contribute towards, the CSR

and sport literature. Thus, in line with Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 539) remark that, ‘if a

new line of thinking emerges during the research, it makes sense to take advantage

[. . .] to provide a new theoretical insight’ the FTSE-BOA Initiative partnership

arrangements elicited an opportunity to provide new theoretical insights into CSR

and sport, in particular the use of CSR through sport initiatives.

During the initial evaluation, of the 11 partnerships put forward for formal

evaluation by the BOA, based on random allocation, the principal researcher was

involved in the analysis of three case studies. With our research question in mind, the

purpose of this analysis was not to establish representativeness of these case studies to

the entire FTSE-BOA Initiative, but rather ‘that cases [were] selected because they

[were] particularly suitable for illuminating and extending relationships and logic

amongst constructs’ (Einsenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 27). In this regard, each of the

case studies individually and uniquely contributes to our understanding of CSR

through sport, despite not being representative of the FTSE-BOA Initiative as a whole.

To outline the cases analysed hereafter, one partnership arrangement involved a

major communications company that agreed to conduct a short-term, specific design

and implementation of a Customer Relationship Management database into an

NGB through a corporate secondment. A secondment refers to a temporary transfer

of an employee for an agreed period of time, in this case, from a corporation to a

sport organisation for just under a year. The second case study was a monthly

intervention process, over roughly a 3-year span, to overhaul the entire governance

structure of a smaller NGB. This was achieved through a number of committee and

general membership meetings over an extended period of time. Finally, the third case

study was an ongoing communication process through a secondment agreement into

the foreseeable future to implement and maintain the entire portfolio of the FTSE-

BOA Initiative. See Table 2 for the selected case study overview based upon

commonly identified NGB and partnership characteristics (Bayle & Robinson, 2007;

Theodoraki & Henry, 1994).

Procedure

Data were primarily gathered through semi-structured interviews with key partner-

ship personnel (n�14). This was then supplemented by content analysis of relevant

Table 2. Outline of case studies characteristics.

NGB characteristics Partnership characteristics

NGB type NGB size

Communication

level

Partnership

lifespan

Corporate

organisation

Case study 1 Team sport Medium/

large

Seldom Under one

year

Energy industry

Case study 2 Individual

sport

Small Approx.

monthly

Three years Pharmaceutical

industry/

multisport

Case study 3 Multisport Medium Secondment

(daily)

Ongoing Pharmaceutical

industry
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documentation (n�50; equating to 221 pages of documentation) to validate

respondent claims in order to separate the rhetoric of interviews from reality of

what was really occurring within these partnership arrangements (Googins &

Rochlin, 2000). Document analysis was thus used to validate and support interview

data rather than a data collection strategy per se (Mayan, 2009). Documents

analysed included annual reports, articles of association, agendas, strategic plans,

minutes of meetings, along with more widely available virtual outputs such as

websites and press releases. In addition, due to the significant role of the BOA within

these partnership arrangements, an examination of any BOA documentation

pertaining to the FTSE-BOA Initiative was also made. These internal documents

included its strategic outlines and guides, general publications and internal

presentations. Interviews were carried out with senior management personnel in

both NGBs and corporate organisations, respectively. Key actors or ‘boundary

spanners’ were purposefully selected (Mayan, 2009; Patton, 2002) using a ‘key

informant technique’ based upon ‘the specific knowledge that they possessed’ of the

partnership arrangement (Gratton & Jones, 2004, p. 104). Interviews lasted between

33 and 75 minutes (M � 49 minutes) in length, producing a total of 96 pages of data.

See Table 3 for a participant overview.

Coding

Interviews were then transcribed verbatim and iteratively analysed using Miles and

Hubermans’ (1994) framework. In line with Miles and Huberman (1994), the

interview transcripts were read and then reread by the principal researcher to ensure

full immersion. The data were then initially subjected to a process of inductive

content analysis to identify meaningful segments of information (i.e. raw data

themes) specifically identifying how corporate organisations were using the FTSE-

BOA Initiative as well as the outcomes of the partnership agreements. During the

later part of data analysis, the data were then subjected to deductively applying codes

to raw data as they emerged, whilst simultaneously allowing for any new codes to

Table 3. Outline of participants by job title.

Participant job title

Case study 1 [NGB] Chief executive officer

[NGB] Director of business and finance

[NGB] Non-executive chairman

[Corporate] Director of corporate reputation & internal communications

[Corporate] Secondee/[NGB] project manager

Case study 2 Steering group non-executive advisor/[NGB] non-executive chairman

[NGB] Director/[corporate] secondee

[NGB] Chairman

[NGB] Chief executive officer/[corporate] secondee

[NGB] Administrator

Case study 3 [NGB] Director/[corporate] secondeea

[NGB] Chief executive officer/[corporate] secondeea

aSubject to an additional follow-up interview.
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emerge. Coding in this way thus required multiple rounds of iterative coding. From

these two data sets, higher-order common patterns or themes were identified.

Methodological rigour

A number of steps were taken during and after the research process to ensure

methodological rigour (Mayan, 2009). First, the interview guides used were adapted

directly from a pilot study into the FTSE-BOA Initiative conducted previously by the

second author. This ensured that the questions asked were appropriate and
understood by those interviewed. Second, two of the participants initially inter-

viewed were subject to a follow-up interview. Not only did this allow for further

elaboration on the third case study, but this also acted as a form of member checking

of the emerging themes across all the case studies (Johnson, 1997). This ensured that

the data were both an accurate and valid reflection of their experiences within the

FTSE-BOA Initiative. Third, the themes identified were also subjected to data

triangulation with collected FTSE-BOA Initiative documentation. This further

ensured accuracy of the interview data collected, particularly in understanding dates
and timing of the arrangements examined. Finally, the emergent themes were subject

to verification amongst the named authors until the final emerging themes were

agreed upon (Mayan, 2009). In line with standard ethical procedures, the corporate

and NGB organisations’ real names are presented anonymously with [the corporate]

or [the NGB] often used to protect the identity of the organisations in question and,

in turn, the individuals interviewed.

Results and discussion

Leveraging of the FTSE-BOA initiative

From our analysis there are a number of ways in which the FTSE-BOA Initiative was

leveraged by corporate organisations in the lead up to the London 2012 Olympic

Games. These included: numerous forms of human resourcing, Olympic involvement
and market research into potential markets and the increase of corporate capital. As

a caveat to the presentation of our results below, it is important to note that it is not

the intention here to discredit the corporate involvement within the Initiative. On the

contrary, the intention is to shed light, through a contemporary and practical setting,

on the multitude of ways in which CSR through the medium of sport can be used to

more effectively achieve a raft of sport and corporate organisational objectives.

Human resources: employee development, motivation and restructuring

Corporate organisations were using the FTSE-BOA Initiative in order to achieve a

number of human resource objectives. These included employee motivation through

inspirational speakers, typically by successful ex-Olympian athletes, employee

development and even workforce planning in terms of organisational restructuring.
One corporate organisation benefitted from the personnel development of two

employees through secondments. For example, one of the secondments stated that ‘it

helped me obviously, I brought learning back from it which I am taking forward in

my everyday job [. . .] obviously it was a great opportunity for me personally’
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(secondee, corporate organisation). This constituted a human resources benefit

because ‘we could take one of our bright Informational Systems stars as it were and

it was going to be a great experience for her and her career progression within [the

corporate] [. . .] it ticked all the boxes from a HR perspective’ (director, corporate

organisation). Thus, the partnership arrangement was being used as a means of

developing employees as well achieving CSR agendas.

In addition to employee development, the arrangement in one partnership

agreement was also used as a means to downsize the corporate organisations through

a process of de-layering:

They put me into the mix as a secondment because during your redeployment you had
to do some meaningful work and [you should] tailor your meaningful work to
something that will benefit the company and benefit the individual, whether that is in
the company or outside the company. So this role ticked those boxes. (Chief Executive
Officer, NGB)

Thus, the agreement with this particular NGB, although seemingly altruistic and

achieving the CSR objectives of the corporate organisation involved, was also

instrumental in facilitating the redundancy of a middle-line manager in economically

difficult times. This point was summarised by the interviewee who stated that it

‘wasn’t [the corporate organisation’s] money being spent on sport, it was my

department spending money on my redeployment and sport happened to be a

beneficiary from that’ (Chief Executive Officer, NGB).

Although the above quote suggests an element of coincidence, it was not. First,

becoming the Director of the FTSE-BOA Initiative was a significant pull factor in

the corporate organisation deciding to redeploy their employee within an NGB.

Second, the now CEO of an NGB also had a keen interest in the management of

sport organisations with the intention to move into the sport sector anyway. The

corporate organisation in this case saw an opportunity to essentially ‘kill two birds

with one stone’ in developing their Olympic portfolio, whilst dealing with more

general and pressing concerns surrounding organisational restructuring.

Smith and Westerbeek (2007) identified numerous factors for why sport is

inherently attractive for corporate organisations to achieve their CSR objectives. Our

findings here illustrate why sport is inherently attractive for other reasons beyond

that of achieving their CSR objectives. The finding of above illustrates how CSR

through sport can be used to achieve CSR objectives, but as a proactive and cost-

effective means to facilitate the broader structural changes necessary for corporate

organisations to operate effectively in difficult economic times. In linking this to the

partnership literature, this finding is congruent with Oliver (1990), and indeed

Babiak (2003), in that corporate organisations wanted to be perceived as legitimate in

their re-deployment of an employee by using a ‘soft’ redundancy approach. In

particular, the use of a corporate secondment to a sport organisation is often

overlooked as a way to develop corporate employees in large companies. Given their,

often extensive, employee development programmes, corporate organisations can

reduce costs by externally (rather than internally) developing employees and also in

the process achieve their CSR objectives by benefiting sport organisations’

operations. Thus, whilst Smith and Westerbeek (2007) may be right in that sport

has ubiquitous appeal for corporate organisations, we build on Smith and
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Westerbeek’s remarks in that sport specifically has ubiquitous appeal in that it

provides a unique setting whereby corporate organisations can develop employees,

for example, through the use of secondments which place employees in very different

work setting to that of the corporate environment.

Olympic involvement and market research

Although the FTSE-BOA Initiative specified that there were no rights to the

Olympic Rings or branding associated with the Olympics, many corporate

organisations leveraged the FTSE-BOA Initiative to be involved in the Olympics

in some meaningful way. This was apparent in a number of responses by the

corporate organisations when asked to explain their involvement with their

particular project:

To be absolutely honest with you [. . .] we don’t do a huge amount of this type of thing
[. . .] but we did get involved in the sponsorship of the Olympics, maybe not formally, but
you have to think and bear in mind that we are primarily a UK company, we have
interests in other areas, but we did want to try and support the 2012 Olympics. (Director,
Corporate Organisation)

Some corporate organisations even believed that they were having a greater

contribution to the Olympics than their sponsoring competitors. As one participant

noted, ‘one of our main competitors is an Olympic energy sponsor. We are helping

Team GB and that is outside of the sponsorship thing, it’s not a branding thing and

that’s how it is’ (director, corporate organisation). Justification was made on the

basis that the corporate organisations were providing a subtly different type of active

support to the Olympic endeavour rather than passively offering financial input for

exchange of the Olympic branding rights. This finding is particularly pertinent given

that Olympic sponsorship is tightly controlled through the International Olympic

Committees’ The Olympic Partner Programme (TOP) which holds exclusive world-

wide rights to Summer, Winter and Youth Olympic Games (International Olympic

Committee, 2011). Simply put, ‘from [the corporate organisations] point of view, it

was an opportunity to put a toe in the water and get involved with the Olympics in an

affordable way’ (Chief Executive Officer, NGB). Thus the FTSE-BOA Initiative

offered an alternative means of involvement in the London 2012 Olympic Games

without the formality, and without the price tag.

This particular finding is also congruent with that of Séguin et al. (2010), in that

it highlights a number of perfectly viable alternative ways to get involved with sport

events, which are arguably more effective than writing cheques for sponsorship

rights. That said, our finding differs from that of Séguin et al. (2010) in that

involvement does not necessarily have to require significant financial outlay, but

rather only indirect resources such as time and human resources. One participant

summed up this point by saying, ‘you are not asking for a cash donation from a

company, you are actually asking for a bit of mind space and creativity’ (Director,

FTSE-BOA Initiative).

Closely linked to this was the way in which the corporates used the FTSE-BOA

Initiative to gather information about the London 2012 Olympics in order to make

more informed decisions about their own involvement. For example, in the case of
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the establishment of the FTSE-BOA Initiative Director, the process of secondment

came about through a scenario of:

Opportunity meets preparation [. . .] I was in UK at the time when the letter came across
the table from the Chief Executive and [the corporate] didn’t know what to do in this
Olympic space, so it was convenient as I was keen to take it on for a assigned period of
time [. . .] I was able to build the contacts to inform [the corporate] on its decision
making and positioning of that space. (Director, FTSE-BOA Initiative)

Therefore, one of the many reasons why this corporate organisation got involved

with the FTSE-BOA Initiative was as a subtle form of market research into the type

of markets that may be interested in the London 2012 Olympics and how sport might

be used to promote its own corporate activities. As indicated above, this was

primarily achieved through the use of a secondee. In effect, the secondment was

established so data could be collected on potential markets and marketing

opportunities for an organisation that was planning how best to get involved to

the London 2012 Olympic Games. Although admittedly empirically difficult to

verify, the use of the secondment was potentially a cost-saving one given that the

corporate organisation was able to ensure that any resources deployed between 2006

and up to 2012, specifically for the Olympics, were maximised effectively. Clearly, the

use of a CSR initiative in this way blurs the roles of CSR and marketing. In this

regard, the use of the secondment highlights the potential benefits that are often

overlooked by corporate organisations not only to develop employees, but also to tap

into the knowledge and expertise of sports to greater understand the sporting

environment.

These findings also indicate that very few corporate organisations would have

been interested in the FTSE-BOA Initiative, if it were not for the upcoming Olympic

Games. In other words, the FTSE-BOA Initiative would not have been anywhere

near as successful without the Olympics. As one participant noted:

I would expect that if it was not the Olympics then they wouldn’t have done it. Because
the Olympics’ is a big enough single thing, for it to trigger a response. If it was
something smaller, if it was an individual sport, an individual country, or a single world
championships for a single sport then that would have been much less likely to ensure a
corporate investment. (NBG Chief Executive Officer/Corporate Secondee)

Regretfully, this also suggests that the FTSE-BOA Initiative is unlikely to continue

post-2012, with many participants ambivalent about the future of the FTSE-BOA

Initiative. As one participant articulated, ‘the Olympics’ is a very powerful motivator.

What would be interesting is how many companies actually stick with it after ‘the

Olympics’ (NBG Chief Executive Officer/Corporate Secondee). The BOA was

equally concerned about the partnerships’ longevity, and accepted that ‘if half of

them [the partnership agreements] continue after 2012 then that would be a success’

(Director, FTSE-BOA Initiative).

Although the future of the FTSE-BOA Initiative is unclear, it, nonetheless,

contributes to our understanding of CSR through sport. It suggests that CSR

initiatives should be considered more temporally, and in line with the broader

environmental changes. The motivations for involvement in, and leveraging of, the

FTSE-BOA Initiative are clearly episodic in nature and dependent on the presence of
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the corporately alluring major sporting event of the Olympic Games. Similar to

Carey et al. (2011) who state that mega-event bidding criteria episodically change

with new trends such as CSR, legacies and social and economic development, the

leveraging of sport as a means of achieving CSR is episodic. This is an essential
feature of why corporate organisations chose to be involved in the FTSE-BOA

Initiative, and an essential feature as to why corporate organisations may or may not

choose to use sport to achieve CSR objectives that has yet to be addressed in the

CSR and sport literature.

Corporate capital

Typically, CSR practices are entrenched forms of public relations practices in order
for corporate organisations to be perceived by the public as socially responsible

agents. Within the FTSE-BOA Initiative, however, this was not the case. Although

some organisations did some minor public relations, it certainly was not a highly

prevalent practice amongst corporate organisations in the FTSE-BOA Initiative.

Corporate organisations, instead, pursued a form of capital within the corporate

community network by being perceived as legitimate, socially responsible agents

amongst their corporate peers, a term we labelled as ‘corporate capital’. Corporate

capital was used here in the respect that the FTSE-BOA Initiative ensured corporate
organisations were ‘covering a portfolio of sport’ (Chief Executive Officer, NGB) so

that ‘when it comes up in conversation [the corporate] can actually say well ‘did you

know these are the companies we are actually working with’, and it gives the

company a different profile’ (Director, FTSE-BOA Initiative). This corporate peer

pressure, or a desire to gain ‘corporate capital’, is not unlike the findings of Séguin

et al. (2010) who identified ‘corporate peer pressure’ as a contributing factor in

corporate organisations supporting major sporting events. Our corporate capital

finding also supports Babiak’s (2003) examination of corporate involvement with
Canadian Sport Centres (CSC) in that legitimacy, as well as reciprocity, was a

motivator for corporate involvement. The key difference between our findings and

that of Séguin et al. (2010) and Babiak (2003) is in terms of whom legitimacy was

sought from. Babiak (2003) suggested that legitimacy was sought from the public.

Séguin et al. (2010) identified the mayor as a key actor from whom legitimacy was

sought. The present case study indicates legitimacy was sought among the corporate

organisations themselves. The discrepancy may be explained by the fact the Olympic

Games is a significant pull factor, certainly significantly more than FINA World
Championships (Séguin et al., 2010) and the Canadian Sport Centres (Babiak, 2003).

To summarise, corporates were leveraging the FTSE-BOA Initiative for a myriad

of underlying objectives such as human resourcing agendas, acquisition of corporate

capital, subtle market research and involvement opportunities (Table 4). What can be

drawn from these findings more broadly is that CSR through sport can clearly be a

useful tool for corporate organisations far beyond the conventional CSR benefits

currently identified in the literature (Levermore, 2010; Séguin et al., 2010; Smith &

Westerbeek, 2007). This is especially the case in financially difficult times. For most
businesses, utilising CSR in financially lean times can seem rather counter-intuitive,

as it is an immediate ‘peripheral’ activity, which can be stopped to save money and

improve efficiency. Our findings concur with an array of concepts taken from the

partnership and CSR literature, which suggest that other motivations such as
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resource acquisition, legitimacy, uncertainty reduction and so on all play a part

within CSR through sport (Babiak, 2007; Oliver, 1990; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). To

this end our analysis has attempted to explicitly identify a number of ways in which

corporate organisations have leveraged the FTSE-BOA Initiative. In doing we sought

to illustrate a number of practical ways in which corporate organisation can

utilise sport organisations that do not involve direct financial outlay. In addition,

FTSE-BOA Initiative ultimately offers an alternative CSR initiative approach to the

Table 4. Matrix of corporate motivations and inputs and NGB outcomes.

Arrangement outcome for NGB

Case study

Identified uses

of the FTSE-

BOA Initiative Corporate inputs Short term Long term

Case study 1 Corporate

capital

Indirect

Olympic

involvement

Employee

development

National pride

Human resources:

(i) secondee (two

years wage)

(ii) managerial

time: meetings,

emails

Ad hoc use of

procurement/legal

departments

Media training �
office space

New CRM system

Much higher-

grade CRM than

initial budget

(£150,000) allowed

for

Increased

efficiency and

scope in dealing

with stakeholders

Consolidation of

CRM system from

70 databases to

one

CRM expertise,

more efficient use

of resources

Improved NGB

profile, greater

ability to

communicate

Case study 2 ‘Soft’ employee

redeployment

Employee

development

Human resources:

(i) time investment

by two individuals

Fees (discounted)

for consultation

and legal advice

50% wage of NGB

chief executive

officer for two

years

Replacement of a

representative

board to a

competency based

board

Entirely new

governance

structure

New paid chief

executive officer

Improved external

legitimacy

Devolvement of

responsibility and

accountability

across the

association

More ‘workers’;

less ‘criticisers’,

quicker working

practices

Now has

partnership

potential

Case study 3 Corporate

capital

Olympic

involvement

Market

research

Employee

development

Human resources:

(i) continual

secondee as a

project manager of

FTSE-BOA

Initiative

programme

(6� years)

Development of

the FTSE-BOA

Initiatives

estimated at £1

million per annum

21 partnerships

and additional

interventions

Additional BOA

corporate strategy

work

Increase exposure

of BOA & NGBs

A shift in NGB

thinking towards

innovative

resource

acquisition

Increased

legitimacy of the

BOA
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typical dyadic sponsorship arrangement or ‘corporate support’ arrangements that

have been previously identified in the literature.

The FTSE-BOA initiative: a symbiotic approach to CSR through sport

Ultimately what the FTSE-BOA Initiative highlights for NGBs and other sports

organisations alike is that more innovative and creative models of funding

acquisition should be pursued rather than the conventional ‘knocking-on-doors

for large cheques’ approach. As the BOA were acutely aware:

There are all sorts of different dimensions you can bring to a sponsorship arrangement
which is all around the back office partnering, the sharing of expertise and not just a
cash transfer with 2012 being the key driver. (Director, BOA)

Similar to Séguin et al. (2010) we agree that financial sponsorship type arrangements

can and should be continually used to fund sporting mega-events; however, the

model suggested here is one that allows sports organisations to take greater

advantage of mega-events in a more meaningful way. What is typically seen with

traditional sponsorship strategies is that:

sport might be grateful for the money and spend it well, or wastefully, it depends on the
terms which you give the money. Then everyone will say thank you very much and move
on. I think it is a much more interesting model to actually give skills, partnerships and a
much more bi-directional manner. It is an undoubtedly better model. (Chief Executive
Officer, NGB)

Critically, a corporate organisation’s output does not have to be financial. The

FTSE-BOA Initiative also highlights the numerous potential positive changes that

corporate organisations can make to the sporting environment without financial

outlay. In the case of the FTSE-BOA, the improvements to the sport organisations

were vast and varied, from information technology support, customer relationship

management systems, consultancy, marketing, training and development, policy

implementation, strategic planning and improvements to governance structures. As

such, the specific project-focused nature of the FTSE-BOA Initiative was particularly

effective. What is unique about the FTSE-BOA project is that:

It wasn’t a case of are you going to give us a cheque for a million pounds next year, it
was a case of ‘can you help us with a project that is critical for us to move forward’ and
we will do that to the best of our ability. It was well thought through and well-structured
with a good outcome. (Director, Corporation Organisation)

To give a more specific example, a secondment of an employee to the NGB from the

corporate organisation provided the NGB not only with an extra employee for two

years, but one of significant value, in that ‘the cost of a secondment like that would

be around £150,000 to £200,000 and in that sense it was pretty worthwhile’ (Non-

executive Chairman, NGB). The immediate benefits were cost savings, in that the

price of a project manager was ‘more money than we [had] available’ (Director,

NGB). Other obvious benefits were efficiency gains, which stemmed from the

improvements. As one NGB Chief Executive Officer apologetically noted:
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I am sorry I am rambling on about [the installation of a new customer relationship
management system], but I am getting quite excited about it because I think it will make
such a huge difference and free up resources to do other things for developing the sport.
The less time we spend handling bits of information the better.

Clearly the FTSE-BOA Initiative played a significant role in its installation by

effectively brokering the acquisition of a project manager. What can also be said is
that the agreement acted as a catalyst for internal development in that; ‘one of the

reasons it has taken so long was that really the project was too big for us particularly

at that point in our evolution. So the thought of someone coming in and helping us

was great’ (Finance Director, NGB). The Initiative was able to speed up a necessary

and significant process which might otherwise not have occurred, or at least taken a

long time to implement.

Uneven benefits: huge impact

In the light of some of the improvements to sport organisations that have been

stated, what should also be noted was the inherent imbalance of benefits between the

corporate and sport organisations within this initiative. For example, in reference to

what one NGB gave to their corporate counterpart, ‘I am not sure how much they

got out of it, they certainly got a secondment for one of their staff members who I

think personally gained from the experience of working in a small organisation [. . .]
other than that I am not sure’ (Non-executive Chairman, NGB). Similarly, ‘I can’t

think of any specific things, I think there was development opportunity [. . .] but in
terms of what people did for [the corporate] I don’t know’ (secondee, corporate

organisation). This huge difference in realised benefits was somewhat encapsulated

by the one NGB CEO who remarked ‘to be fair to [the corporate], they have been

rather ‘‘low maintenance’’’.

Although a clear imbalance of benefits was apparent, the potential for corporate

firms to make a significant difference was also hugely disproportionate. To illustrate

this difference, consider the organisational specifications of one partnership. In 2009,

one corporate employed 34,125 people; at the time of writing, the partnered NGB
employed 70 people. The NGBs turnover within 2009 was £7.4 million, whilst its

corporate counter-part earned a revenue of £21.9 billion in the same tax year.

Consequently, it is argued here that it was not possible to compare like for like

between these organisations and to ever expect equally accrued benefits would have

been naive.

This was highlighted when discussing one agreement to install a new information

system with one interviewee who stated that:

when we implemented ours even a microcosm of the database breaking down we have
had 25,000 customers on a database where we transferred 75 billion bits of data, so we
are talking big stuff. Clearly this one [project] with the NGB was nowhere as near as big.
(Director, Corporate Organisation)

What can be drawn from this is the importance of managing expectations. This

understanding is central within partnership theory (Babiak, 2003; Oliver, 1990), but

one that is sparsely mentioned in the CSR and sport literature. As long as both

parties are aware of the expectations that the other organisation has, agreements can
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be successful. The above agreement is an example of how corporate organisations

provided what was perceived as relatively minimal input into the partnership

arrangements. Crucially, this relatively small investment on behalf of the corporate

organisation made disproportionally vast improvements to the NGBs. In this
respect, corporate organisations were often ‘blissfully unaware’ of their own potential

to use what was effectively ‘loose change’ to be able to considerably improve NGBs

operations. Moreover, the FTSE-BOA Initiative is congruent with Smith and

Westerbeek (2007) in that it illustrated the benefits sought by using NGBs over

other localised projects are potentially greater. NGBs have a national reach in terms

of its grass-roots membership; therefore, these CSR arrangements are likely to have a

greater impact on a larger number of individuals, rather than small, discrete and

local CSR projects that corporate organisations typically use within their CSR
portfolio. In short, the use of higher-level governing sport organisations has a

potential greater influence than that of a community based organisation.

Perception of adding value

Many corporations who got involved with the FTSE-BOA Initiative were following

CSR policy that usually did not include sport. As one company admitted, ‘we don’t

usually do many of these, but we would like to give this one a go on the basis that

there was quite good value for us as well’ (director, corporate organisation). One

explanation of corporate interest in the scheme stemmed from the direct and

immediate ‘added value’ it could provide to the NGBs core operations. Although

appreciation for differences in working practices between the corporate and the
public sector were apparent, corporate organisations were acutely aware of the

potential to add real value to some of the core competencies of the NGBs despite a

lack of knowledge about the industry as a whole; ‘I think that had it of been done any

other way we would have been less interested, we could see the value from day one

and we could see that we could deliver a lot of value [the NGB]’ (director, corporate

organisation).

The perception of truly adding value to the core business processes of the NGBs,

along with the organisations being involved for a number of reasons, as outlined in
the previous section, produced a ‘win-win’ scenario or outcome for both corporate

and sport organisations. The outcome of ‘added-value’ was therefore pervasive in

both the corporate and the sport organisations’ reflections on the success of the

partnership arrangements. The implication for CSR through sport is that agreements

do not have to be balanced in terms of real benefits; what matters is perception and

expectation. Although sport organisations were clearly benefitting hugely from the

initiative, the corporate organisations easily perceived their input added value to the

operations of the NGBs. Moreover, due to their perceived minimal input, they had
little to no expectations in terms of future returned added value.

Conclusions and implications

This research followed in the tradition of Levermore (2010) and Smith and

Westerbeek (2007) in seeking to understand how corporate organisations are using

sport organisations to achieve their objectives. Our intention was to explore how

CSR through sport initiatives were being leveraged by corporate organisations in the
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lead up to mega-sporting events. From our examination of the FTSE-BOA Initiative,

a number of leveraging tactics were identified. These include human resourcing, such

as redeployment of employees and employee development, using the CSR initiatives

to gain indirect Olympic involvement and a conduit for research into potential

market opportunities, and as a means of gaining corporate capital. Ultimately, from

a managerial perspective, the FTSE-BOA Initiative highlights a number of perfectly

viable alternative ways to get involved with sport events, which are arguably more
effective than purchasing sponsorship rights or providing ‘corporate support’

through event funding. In particular, the use of secondments between organisations

was identified as a practical and cost-effective method to produce a ‘win-win’

scenario for both corporate and sport organisation. On the one hand, sport

organisations were able to gain knowledge and expertise that they were otherwise

unable to obtain, whilst on the other, corporate organisations were able to provide

professional development opportunities for their employees in a new and challenging

environment.

This research makes a number of contributions to knowledge within this area and

provides three new theoretical insights into CSR through sport. First, what the

FTSE-BOA model offers is an alternative to the typical dyadic relationship between

organisations (NGB and corporate) (Levermore, 2010; Séguin et al., 2010). Instead it

offers more of a symbiotic relationship between multiple partners (NGB, corpora-

tion and the BOA). In this case, all three organisations gave and received

‘appropriately’ with the unique element of the BOA acting as a broker and
facilitator, which encouraged action by both the corporate and the NGB alike.

The relationship offering between the BOA and the NGB is the provision of a

service, in that the BOA typically provides the necessary logistics for athletes to

attend the Olympic Games. As such, the establishment of partnerships was welcomed

as a service provision that was above and beyond the BOA’s typical remit. Equally,

the FTSE company obtains good public relations and ‘corporate capital’ in working

with a legitimate Olympic association, whilst the BOA has the expertise and skills,

mainly through the exceptional work of the BOA Directors, to leverage corporates to

work with NGBs that they may otherwise be reluctant to be involved with.

In addition, by having a third-party facilitator, such as the BOA, the partnerships

were arguably conceived, arranged and implemented far more effectively than

without a facilitator. Consequently the FTSE-BOA Initiative provides an illustration

of an innovative multiple partnership arrangement that could be adopted by similar

organisations within the sport system, such as governing multi-sport agencies or

other National Olympic Committees. To date, the literature (Levermore, 2010;

Séguin et al., 2010 Smith & Westerbeek, 2007) has focused on dyadic CSR initiatives,
rather than considering a third-party organisation that can bring with it a number of

competencies and expertise to benefit the initiative.

Second, given the very cyclical nature of major sporting events, and congruent

with the mega-event decision-making literature (see for example, Parent, 2008, 2010),

timing and context matters, with sport being inherently more attractive in the lead up

to mega-events. This research shows that that there may be better times than others for

sport organisations to seek CSR and partnership arrangements � a theoretical

consideration that has yet to receive any scholarly attention. To borrow from

Kingdom’s (1984) terminology, concerns for managers and practitioners alike are

therefore how to identify when these particular ‘windows of opportunity’ are present
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in order to take full advantage of them (Sabatier, 1999). Thus, the ubiquity identified

by Smith and Westerbeek (2007) should not be considered static or constant, but

rather dynamically dependent broader context (Campbell, 2007; Parent, 2010).

Third, in contrast to what Levermore (2010) suggests, CSR through sport

initiatives does not have to benefit one organisation at the expense of another, a point

made by all involved in the research. If partnerships are selected for specific expertise

and knowledge, objectives appropriately aligned and expectations effectively mana-

ged, then the outcomes can be highly beneficial for both organisations in question,

even if they are unbalanced in magnitude. This research ultimately demonstrates that

traditional sponsorship and corporate support approaches are not the only models

that are available to managers and practitioners. If CSR initiatives are approached

with a degree of sensibility of understanding, suitable level of expectation, and

innovation and creativity, outcomes can be achieved for both partners.
In turning to the limitations of this study, this study examined only one particular

type of partnership arrangement, a public�private arrangement. Consequently,

generalisations should be made tentatively towards other types of partnership

arrangements. Future research could focus on exploring other types of arrangements

such as professional partnerships, sponsorship arrangements, joint ventures,

acquisitions and mergers. Only then would it be possible to develop a complete

picture of the use of such arrangements by corporate organisations to achieve CSR

objectives. Moreover, this study is more accurately an examination of Olympic

NGBs, rather than all NGBs per se. The question therefore remains as to whether

there is something inherently more attractive about Olympic NGBs, as opposed to

non-Olympic NGBs, to corporate organisations.
Finally, whilst this paper attempted to draw upon the partnership literature to

understand CSR and sport more effectively, this paper calls for more research to

‘bridge the gap’ between CSR and the sport partnership literature which have so far

been considered relatively distinct and separate areas of enquiry. Whilst our

examination offers the first tentative steps towards such an academic synthesis,

future studies should conceive CSR and sport as partnership arrangements. This

could further enrich our understanding of CSR and sport beyond traditional

stakeholder perspectives (Séguin et al., 2010; Smith & Westerbeek, 2007).

By conducting studies such as this, corporate organisations can be better

informed as to how and why sport can be used to achieve a range of corporate

organisations’ objectives, rather than just CSRs’ objectives. This paper illustrates,

through a practical and contemporary context, how sport organisations and

corporate organisations might work together to meet compatible objectives. It

endeavoured to provide ‘food for thought’ for managers and practitioners alike in

that, not only are CSR practices moving into sport more broadly, but that sport

continues to provide a fruitful and ubiquitous setting (Smith & Westerbeek, 2007),

albeit context and temporally bound, whereby broader objectives may be realised

without significant cost.
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